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Abstract
Negative attitudes towards atheists are hardly a new trend in our society. However, given
the pervasiveness of the prejudices and the lack of foundation for them, it seems warranted to
explore the underlying elements of these attitudes. Identifying these constitutive elements may help
pick apart the different contributing factors and perhaps mitigate or at least understand them in the
future. The present study was designed to identify which myths or stereotypes about atheists are
most influential in these attitudes. A Lexical Decision Task was utilized to identify which words
related to popular stereotypes are most related to the label atheists. The labels Atheists, Christians, and
Students were compared to positive words, negatives words, words or interests, neutral words, and
non-word strings. Analyses revealed no significant differences among the participants’ reaction
times in these various comparisons, regardless of religion, level of belief in god, level of spirituality,
or being acquainted with atheists. Possible explanations for these results are discussed in this thesis.
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Introduction
Standing in America
Atheists seem to be one of the last groups in America against whom it is still socially
acceptable to discriminate. Atheism has been equated to communism and devil worshipping, two
concepts that still carry negative feelings. If these beliefs are still held, the negative prejudice
atheism receives is in some respects understandable, if not well founded. To properly understand
the underlying causes for these prejudices, it is important to understand the nature of prejudice in
general as well as the religious climate of our society today. One of the major factors of prejudice is
the dichotomy between in-groups and out-groups, a binary that requires definitional boundaries.
Edgell and Tranby (2010) show that an important factor in defining the boundaries of societal and
cultural acceptance of others is the degree to which the groups share a vision of their society. Thus,
if the group in question defines society as being founded upon a belief in God, then those who lack
this belief will inevitably be cast into this out-group category. Indeed, belief in God has increasingly
been considered an essential characteristic of being an American, despite the supposed freedom to
believe whatever one chooses (Weiler-Harwell, 2008). Perhaps one of the most striking statements
regarding this supposedly necessary quality was said by former President George H. W. Bush, who
said in an interview with Robert Sherman, “No, I don’t know that atheists should be considered as
citizens, nor should they be considered patriots. This is one nation under God” (August 27, 1987).
Citizenship and patriotism take new meanings in this light, requiring citizens of the land of the free
to adhere to the same ideological beliefs in order to be considered true patriots. Thus, this usversus-them mentality is reinforced in terms of religious belief.
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Studies have consistently found that religious individuals, especially those who attend church
regularly or are more religiously conservative, are significantly more prejudiced against other ethnic
and ideological groups (Allport & Ross, 1967; Allen & Spilka, 1967; Hoge & Carroll, 1973; Laythe,
Finkel, & Kirkpatrick, 2001; Laythe, Bringle, Finkel, & Kirkpatrick, 2002).

This effect is

compounded by atheists’ lack of belief; as a belief in God is generally the norm in our society, it is
expected that theists would have negative attitudes towards their nonbelieving counterparts.
Edgell and Tranby (2010) found that anti-atheist sentiments outweigh negative sentiments
toward other deviant and minority groups, including homosexuals, Muslims, and African-Americans.
For instance, when asked if they would disapprove of their child marrying a person with a
characteristic chosen from a list of such characteristics, 47.6% of respondents said they would
disapprove of the atheist suitor for their child. By comparison, 33.5% said they would disapprove if
the person were Muslim, 27.2% for an African-American person, and a mere 2.3% for a white
person. Similar results were reported for questions regarding whether or not respondents would
vote for a given candidate for President of the United States, all else held constant, if they had X
characteristic. On this question, atheists (47% responded “No”) outweighed gays (37% “No”),
Muslims (38%), Mormons (17%), women (8%), Baptists (6%), blacks (5%), and Catholics (4%).
More recent polls have yielded similar results. Campbell and Putnam (2011) report in a soon to be
published study that atheists rank among the least favorable in a list of major groups and political
figures in America.
Given these unfavorable opinions and the stigma that atheism has garnered in America,
efforts like Geissert and Fetrell’s Brights movement and the increased popularity of the term secular
humanist have sprouted in an attempt to side-step this overt and celebrated prejudice against atheism
(Dawkins, 2003).
2

Previous Literature
The atheist community is an under studied minority in the research community. Despite
their growing numbers and their surprisingly poor polling figures, comprehensive studies on atheists
and others’ perceptions of atheists are few and far between. Bloesch, Forbes, and Adam-Curtis
(2004) developed a brief measure of negative attitudes towards atheists, but this measure consists of
very few questions and is limited in its ability to measure different aspects of anti-atheist sentiments.
Other than this measure, however, very little exists by ways of measuring these prejudices. This
makes investigating people’s attitudes towards atheists something of a challenge.
Most of the research that has been conducted on atheists has focused on the element of
trust that factors into attitudes about the group. Many studies show that the main drive behind antiatheist sentiment is a shared belief that atheists are devious and untrustworthy (Jenks, 1986; Gervais,
2011; Gervais, Shariff, & Norenzayan, 2011). These findings hint at a starting point for investigating
the stereotypes and concepts underlying these negative attitudes. I believe that a great deal of this
pervasive distrust stems from the overwhelming stigma associated with atheism and the myths and
stereotypes that surround the term atheist.
Myths and Stereotypes
Compared to other groups and cultural denominations, atheists are a rather diffuse and
unorganized group. They hold little power in society and are incredibly diverse in many other
respects. The prejudices against them then beg explanation: Why are atheists so disliked in society?
The main responses to this question tend to reveal the myths and stereotypes that people hold about
atheists as a group. These stereotypes range from bizarre contradictions, such as the belief that
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atheists worship the devil, to historical correlations, such as the conflation of atheism and
communism.
While many stereotypes and myths are acknowledged by atheists and theists alike, there are
no comprehensive, agreed upon lists to draw from for the purposes of this study. However, lists in
popular press media offer a starting point (Loftus, 2011). There are a great number of stereotypes
about atheists and even more variations of each of them, but the following is a moderately
comprehensive list of stereotypes that are commonly given:
•

Atheists are communists.

•

Atheists worship Satan.

•

Atheists let whims of society define their behavior, morality.

•

Atheists have no moral values.

•

Atheists are selfish and uncaring.

•

Atheists cannot understand compassion, love, or beauty.

•

Atheism is responsible for mass murder.

Given the weight that is given to these misconceptions, I believe it is important to see which
of these most heavily affects the attitudes that people—believers and nonbelievers alike—have
towards atheists.
In order to study these beliefs, it is important to keep in mind that directly asking someone
their opinions of other groups does not necessarily yield the best results. Explicit attitudes on
atheists can be interesting, but often when asking such questions directly, people will respond in a
socially desirable way. Thus, explicit measures may not reveal the true attitudes and makeup of these
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attitudes. To access the conceptual foundation of these attitudes, implicit measures, such as the
Lexical Decision Task, must be employed.
Lexical Decision Task
The Lexical Decision Task is an implicit associations measure used to analyze the relatedness
of different concepts by looking at reaction times for determining whether a combination of letters
is in fact a word. Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971) first coined the term Lexical Decision Task (LDT)
and found that word pairs that were commonly associated with each other in subjects’ conceptual
space were identified as words (as opposed to non-words) more quickly than words that were not
associated with each other as well as more quickly than pairs of non-word strings. An LDT is akin
to a word recognition task, wherein the participant is shown two letter strings (words or non-word
strings) and they identify if the two are words or not. The idea behind an LDT is that related
concepts are stored near one another in an individual’s cognitive map; therefore, activating a term
should facilitate activation of related terms, since they are near the current activation pattern. For
the LDT, this means that the faster one can recognize two words as being real words, the more
related these words must be. For instance, if participants were shown the words cat and dog, they
would be able to identify that those two were words more quickly than they would be able to do for
cat and mountain, which in tern would be faster to recognize as words than cat and a non-word string
like flarglef. Because the speed of reaction time is connected to relatedness, it the LDT is a useful
took for the current study. This method has been replicated and updated since the original study
and is still used today to analyze implicit associations between concepts. Wittenbrink, Judd, and
Park (2001) used the LDT to analyze conceptual judgments made in automatic stereotyping and
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prejudice. The present study will follow in these lines and investigate the relatedness of concepts
involved in implicit prejudices about atheists.
Current Study and Area of Focus
The aim of the current research to pinpoint the nuances of prejudicial attitudes towards
atheists by attempting to isolate the various beliefs that correlate most with these attitudes. In order
to do this, I utilized a Double LDT to map out the relatedness of words representative of several
myths and stereotypes about atheism and atheists. Reaction times on these given words will be
compared to reaction times for neutral and positive words. These three categories were also
compared with reaction times to pairings with two other labels (the three labels were Atheists,
Christians, and Students). These labels were paired with neutral words, positive words, negative
words, and other words of interest. Further details about these words are given in the Method
section. This study looks at the individual differences in religion, spirituality, and belief in a god or
gods and how these differences relate to the supposed associations with these labels and the word
types and concepts. Before exploring the nuances of the attitudes, we have to establish what the
general charge of these attitudes. Thus, for the present study, the general attitudes are analyzed to
see if there are observably negative attitudes in the first place. Neutral and positive attitudes are also
explored with the methodology. There are many effects and differences I expect to see as a result of
the manipulations mentioned above. These differences are given in the following hypotheses.
Hypotheses
1. I expect participants will have faster reaction times (and thus higher relatedness) for
the label Atheists and the negative words, whereas for the Christians label they will
have faster reaction times with the positive words.
6

2. Additionally, religious individuals, particularly those who are Christian, will have
faster reaction times in these two conditions than will the non-Christian and
nonreligious individuals.
3.

Higher belief in a god or gods will yield the same sort of pattern as in Hypothesis 1
and Hypothesis 2.

4. Higher level of spirituality will also yield a similar pattern, but will exhibit this trend
less so than higher belief in god or gods.
5. Being acquainted with at least one atheist will diminish this trend so that those who
know an atheist will reveal relatedness between negative words and the label atheist.
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Current Study
Method
Participants
Participants for this study were recruited through the use of UCF SONA Systems. A
minimum age of 18 was set through this system.

A total of 47 participants was run in the

experiment. Their demographic distribution is listed in Figure 1. Attempts were made to recruit
non-Christian participants in order to balance the religious groups analyzed in this study; these
attempts were met with little success. Participants ranged from 18 to 25 years of age, with an
average age of 18.8.

Current Religion

Ethnicity
Mixed, 3 Other, 1

Asian, 1

Hispanic,
2
Black /
African
American
7

Other, 4
Agnostic
6
Jewish, 5

White,
26

Christian
25

Figure 1: Demographic information on participants' ethnicity and stated religion.
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Materials
Surveys
Several surveys were implemented in the course of this study, all of which were administered
to participants through an online survey created using Qualtrics. The following measures were given
to the participants (a copy of each can be found in Appendix B):
•

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Religiosity (Gorsuch & McPherson, 1989).

•

Religious Maturity Scale (Dudley & Cruise, 1990).

•

Religious Fundamentalism Scale (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 2004).

•

Paranormal Beliefs Scale (Tobacyk, 2004)

•

Measure of Moral Judgment (Lind, 1997-2002).

•

Brief Reliable Measure of Negative Attitudes Toward Atheists (Bloesch, Forbes, &
Adams-Curtis, 2004).

In addition to these surveys, participants answered an original survey created for the
purposes of this thesis. This survey was comprised of questions regarding the character of atheists,
along with other relevant topics. These questions ranged in topic and included questions on
character, trust, beliefs, and rights of atheists along with questions about topics such as separation of
church and state. The questions were randomized once before putting the survey online and then
presented in that same order to each participant. Each question was listed on a separate page; time
spent on each page was recorded. The following seven-point scale was given as available responses
(displayed horizontally, left to right, under each statement): Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Somewhat
Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Somewhat Agree, Agree, Strongly Agree. The list of the questions is
given in Appendix C in the order it was presented to the participants.
9

Lexical Decision Task
The LDT consisted of seven different letter string categories: labels, neutral words, positive
words, negative words, words of interest, non-word strings, and associated neutral word pairs
(included for control purposes but not analyzed for this paper). A comprehensive list of the words
in the LDT, their respective frequencies and lengths, and the distribution of each word type and
label within these categories can be found in Appendix D. The labels Atheists, Christians, and Students
were selected for the purposes of comparison. Since the main question in the study is comparing
atheists to other groups, Christians was chosen as the opposing group. Because these first two labels
are religious in nature, it might be the case that these words may trigger a general schema of religion
rather than the intended charge of each. For this reason, Students was chosen as a neutral label.
Neutral associated words that were established from previous studies (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971).
In the process of selecting the remaining words, special attention was given to word length
and frequency of the other words chosen. The frequencies were determined using the Project
Gutenberg database of word frequencies (2006). It is important to note here that Project Gutenberg
does not necessarily offer the current frequencies; given its sources (public domain literature), many
words considered for these counts are no longer used regularly (e.g., thee). However, frequency lists
that aim to be more contemporary (and thus more relevant for the current study) rarely contain
more than 5,000 words, making them inappropriate for the purposes of this study. Thus, while the
frequencies in the Gutenberg database may not be the most current, this database was the most
appropriate choice to ensure consistency throughout the list chosen for the LDT.
Excepting words of interest, labels, and neutral associated words, all chosen words were
adjectives. The label words were necessarily nouns, as were words of interest. The words of interest
were separated from the rest of the words specifically because of their differing form; they were
10

words we were interested in investigating in the LDT, but not adjectives (e.g., communist). The
neutral words conformed to the adjectival form requirement. The associated neutral words drawn
from other studies were used as a comparison of relatedness; their nonmatching form may give rise
to some issues when trying to draw comparisons to the rest of the words.
The LDT was constructed in SuperLab such that each stimulus in the experiment had two
letter strings, most screens contained one label and one other string (word or non-word). Some
non-word-neutral word pairs were included for control. Every stimulus word was typed in 18-point
font in capital letters. To control for order and positioning effects, all words were presented twice
(once at the top of the screen over another string, once at the bottom under the same string). These
paired word events were randomly divided into two blocks prior to importing them to SuperLab.
Events (stimuli) within the blocks were randomly ordered with SuperLab’s randomization features.
Reading Task
A Cloze Reading test (Aitken, 1977) was created using a passage from Wizard’s First Rule by
Terry Goodkind (1994). The original passage with the marked chosen blanks, the instructions page,
and the formatted passage with the blanks are given in Appendix E.
Demographics
A demographics form was given to gather additional, relevant information about the
participant. This form included questions about current religion, political ideology, belief in a god or
gods, and level of spirituality. Questions regarding ethnicity, age, and sex were also included. A
copy of this form is given in Appendix F.
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Software
SuperLab 4.5 was used to develop and run the experiment. Qualtrics was used to give the
participants the surveys and demographics form. SPSS Statisics 20 was used to organize and analyze
data. Microsoft Excel 2011 for Mac was used to produce the tables in this paper. Microsoft
PowerPoint 2011 for Mac was used to create the screens imported into SuperLab for the LDT.
Design
This study employed a 3 by 3 within-subject experimental design. The LDT had three
conditions in it (Atheist Label, Christian Label, and Student Label), and each of those labels was
paired with the word types (Neutral, Positive, and Negative). Words of interest were analyzed and
compared separately from these three categories. The dependent variable was reaction time on each
of the word pair groups. Reaction times for the labels with each word type were compared for
relatedness.
Procedure
The study was submitted for review at the UCF IRB. A copy of the approval letter is given
in Appendix A, along with other relevant documents required by the IRB.
The study consisted of two main parts: 1) Double Lexical Decision Task, and 2) established
measures, original questionnaire, and demographic forms. Participants first ran through the LDT,
which itself was divided into a tutorial, trial runs, and two blocks.

The instructions The tutorial

consisted of a set of 10 string pairs participants had to identify correctly as being either two words or
a word and a non-word ; they could not advance to the next screen without correctly answering each
of these 10 trials. Twenty additional trials followed the first tutorial. Here, any response from the
participants advanced to the next screen. Following this, they began the task analyzed for this study.
12

In between the blocks, in order to reduce recall of the words from block 1, participants were given
the reading task; they were allotted as much time as needed to fill in each of the 50 blanks in the
task. After completing block 2 of the LDT, participants were directed to a Qualtrics page with the
scales, surveys, and demographics forms. After finishing this section and confirming their responses
had been recorded, participants were done with the experiment.
Results
Of the 47 participants recruited for this study, seven were not used in the analyses due to
missing data (i.e., incomplete scales) or corrupt data files. Reading scores were analyzed, but found
not to be significant. When included as a covariate in analyses, reading score did not remove any
significant difference or error, and thus the results presented in this thesis were run without the use
of the covariate. Analyses performed are listed here broken up by variable.
Religion of Participants
As is seen in Figure 1, the sample population was predominantly Christian. A 3 (Current
Religion: Christian, Agnostic, Other) by 3 (label) by 3 (word type) ANOVA revealed no significant
differences among these three groups [F(6,70) = .188, p =.979] and no significant interactions [F(3,39) =
1.018. p = .436]. Nominally speaking, there were some trends across the means for this analysis.
These results are graphically represented in Figures 2 through 4. Christian respondents tended to be
faster across the board. Generally, neutral words had longer reaction times. Looking at the Atheist
label for Christian responders, negative words were the fastest. With the Christian label, positive
words were the fastest. All these nominal trends are not significant, but they are in the predicted
direction.
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Atheist Label
Reaction Time (ms)

1600
1200
Negative

800

Neutral

400

Positive

0
Christian

Agnostic

Other

Current Religion
Figure 2: Atheist Label mean reaction times given by word type for each religious group.

Christian Label
Reaction Time (ms)

1600
1200
Negative

800

Neutral

400

Positive

0
Christian

Agnostic

Other

Current Religion
Figure 3: Christian Label mean reaction times given by word type for each religious group.

Student Label
Reaction Time (ms)

1600
1200
Negative

800

Neutral

400

Positive

0
Christian

Agnostic

Other

Current Religion
Figure 4: Student Label mean reaction time given by word type for each religious group.
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Christian Participants
Splitting the data by religion, a repeated measures ANOVA (word type by label) yielded no
significant interactions [F(3,39) = 1.013, p = .405]. Looking at Christians as a separate group (Figure
5), there is very little difference between the reaction times for the different labels with negative
words; nominally, the atheist label had longer reaction times (presumably less relatedness) with
neutral and negative words. This trend is the opposite direction of the original predictions.

Reaction Times: Christians Only
Reaction Time (ms)

1200
800
Atheist
400

Christian
Student

0
Negative

Neutral

Positive

Word Type
Figure 5: Christians' reaction times for the labels and word types.

Level of Belief in God
Responses to the question about level of belief in a god or gods were separated into two
levels with a median split. A 2 (higher-belief vs. lower-belief) by 3 (label type) by 3 (word type)
ANOVA was then performed. The analysis was just short of significance for an interaction effect
[F(4,152aa)= 2.416, p = 0.051].

The trend observed in Figures 6 and 7 were at odds with the

hypotheses. While the differences between the groups is not significant, their direction was still
unexpected and surprising; individuals with lower belief in a god or gods had nominally more
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association between negative words and the atheist label than did those with higher belief in a god or
gods.

Reaction Time (ms)

Higher Belief in God
1200
800

Negative
Neutral

400

Positive

0
Atheist

Christian

Student

Labels
Figure 6: Reaction times for people with High belief in a god or gods.

Reaction Time (ms)

Lower Belief in God
1200
800

Negative
Neutral

400

Positive
0
Atheist

Christian

Student

Labels
Figure 7: Reaction times for people with Low belief in a god or gods.

Remaining Analyses
Of the remaining analyses of interest, no significant results were obtained. There was no
significant difference in reaction times across the labels or word types based on the participants’
level of spirituality or their being acquainted with an atheist or not.
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Discussion
Ultimately, the original hypotheses failed to be supported by the results of the study. I had
originally expected that participants would overall have more negative views of atheists (faster
reaction times with negative words and the label atheists), while having more positive views of
Christians (faster reaction times with positive words and the label Christians). This trend was not
observed in the data. I had also predicted that religious individuals, Christians in particular, and
those with higher belief in god or gods would have observably more negative views of atheists.
This, too, was not supported by the data. Generally, the data indicate that negative associations for
the three labels were not significantly different from one another. However, when looking at the
positive associations, participants were nominally faster with the other two labels than they were
with the label atheists, suggesting that while they did not have more negative attitudes towards
atheists than they did the other groups, they did have more positive views of the other two groups.
In other words, they lacked a positive attitude towards atheists. The implications of this suggestion
are discussed further in the concluding section of this paper.
Overall, while the results lacked significant differences, there were some interesting results in
the study. One unexpected finding in this study was the difference between those with higher belief
in a god or gods to those with lower belief. The difference between these two was in the opposite
direction from the original predictions. The higher belief group had slower reaction times across the
board, but particularly for the negative and atheism pairs, when compared to those with higher
belief. The negative attitudes towards atheists were very nearly significantly higher among those
with lower belief in a god or gods than in those with higher belief. This might suggest that those
with higher belief in a god or gods may be adhering to the “myth of atheism” mentality proposed by
books with evangelical leanings that suggest that professed atheists are merely closeted believers
17

trying to rationalize their lifestyle choices. Thus, while lacking positive views on them, they did not
hold very negative views about atheists either. This perspective is akin to having strongly negative
views of something like a troll or ogre; these are creatures with negative connotations, but their
fictional quality makes harboring strong negative views about them silly. A similar effect might be
taking place here with those with higher belief in a god or gods. Individuals with lower belief in god
or gods may be more open to the idea of atheists sincerely existing, not merely being a myth or a
façade for suppressed belief. They may also be more aware of these negative views, and thus have
internalized them without, perhaps, harboring them themselves. This may or may not have to do
with actually knowing an atheist, as the analysis of this variable in my data did not yield significant
differences. Knowing an atheist might enable an individual to empathize more with atheists’ feelings
about their maligned status in society, or it might make an individual more aware of this status by
virtue of hearing about it from their acquaintance. Further research is needed to know if any of
these speculations are the reasoning for the nearly-significant difference between those with higher
belief in a god or gods and those with a lower belief. Analyzing the questions in the survey that
dealt specifically with the existence of atheists may help address this question.
That I was unable to reject the null hypothesis on any of the analyses performed might be a
result of many different things. One possibility is that the sample size in this study was too small;
while there was a total of 47 participants recruited, the religious groups were too unequal to properly
examine the differences among them. Furthermore, when analyzing the Christian participants alone,
n dropped to 24. Future research endeavors in this topic will aim to get a larger, more representative
sample across different religions. This effort will help identify what role, if any, an individual’s
religion plays into their perception of atheists.
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Given the age and context of the population sample (generally, freshmen at a university), the
lack of a measurable association between the negative words and the label atheists may be a result of
the liberal culture of a college atmosphere. The case may be that these chosen words are truly
representative of the stereotypes, and perhaps if this same setup were repeated with an older
population, or even a non-academic population, a significant difference could be seen in the groups,
labels, and/or word types. Future studies will endeavor to sample older adults who have not
attended an institute of higher education, older adults who have attended or are attending an
institute of higher education, and young adults who have not attended such an institution in addition
to the kind of participant sampled in the present study. By comparing these groups, it will be
possible to see if the attitudes are related to education level, age, or ideology.
While the sample was small and different from the general population in some important
ways, the lack of significant results in this study may be attributable more to the materials and design
than to subject variables. One possible explanation for the results is that the words chosen for this
experiment simply are not associated with these labels in the way that was expected. Perhaps the
words I chose to study here are not as sensitively related conceptually to the label as would be
measurable with an LDT. While one cannot necessarily conclude this from the given data, it is
possible that negative attitudes towards atheists in contemporary times are not rooted in the
stereotypes I listed at the beginning of the paper. If this is the case, future studies will have to try
different stereotypes, different words for the stereotypes, or maybe something other than
stereotypes altogether. Ultimately, if this is the case, then this thesis has at least served to highlight
what kinds of concepts do not factor into the prejudices observed against atheists currently.
Another possible explanation is that the words were grouped in such a way that is not
consistent with our schemas of atheists. For instance, the word intelligent is considered by popular
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wisdom to be connected with atheists in general, but in this study, it gets categorized under the
positive word type. The issue here is that intelligence when discussing atheism is often regarded as
arrogance or elitist. Thus, when considering the two terms intelligent and atheism, the participants may
have had a negative association. So while the classification used in this study makes sense and is
consistent with prior research, the association of intelligence with a negative quality in the
stereotypes of atheists may have artificially decreased average reaction times for positive words.
Future analyses should look into the individual words and see how each word’s reaction time
compares by label. The issue of determination of word frequency might come in at this point.
While extensive measures were made to control for frequencies, the use of Project Gutenberg’s
databases might not have produced accurate frequencies for today’s lexicon. Analyses comparing
the reaction times by word frequencies might help assessing whether the observed reaction times
follow an expected trend (faster reaction times for higher frequency words). Alternative methods
for determining frequencies should be something considered for future research and replications of
this study.
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Conclusions and Implications
The current study, though lacking properly significant results, hints at two very interesting
trends underlying the attitudes towards atheists. The first is that people seem to lack positive
attitudes towards atheists without harboring strongly negative attitudes towards them. The second is
that this trend seems especially true for those who have a higher belief in a god or gods and thus
might be a result of not taking atheism to be a real ideology. My anecdotal observations make me
hesitate in endorsing the view that higher belief in a god or gods leads to lower negative attitudes
towards atheists. I would suggest tempering these claims by limiting them to the current population
sample, college freshmen.
Despite this qualification, the implications are still exciting. That young college students lack
tangibly negative views of atheists is encouraging, if we assume their beliefs are due to the
progressive ideologies of their cohort. I expect that when this study is rerun in the future to include
more diverse age groups and education levels, there will be enough of a difference between the nonfreshmen population to draw more definite conclusions. I expect the older participants or the
participants who did not attend institutes of higher learning will yield observable differences in their
attitudes towards atheists and will likely confirm the anecdotal evidence of these negative attitudes.
The issue of belief in a god or gods and possible lack of belief in atheists is more difficult to
assess in terms of its implications. It might be that raising awareness or belief in atheism might lead
to more negative attitudes towards atheists in the types of individuals sampled in this study. For this
reason, the level of belief in atheism in the sample must be addressed before making any suggestions
or assessments.

The analyses might show that on the explicit measures of their attitudes,

participants with higher belief in a god or gods were not the same who answered that they believed
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that atheists were pretending or acting on an impulse. Alternatively, the data might show that those
who did not believe in atheists actually had higher negative attitudes towards them.
Ultimately, this thesis did not have the opportunity to address the individual characteristics
of the attitudes towards atheists. This element of the study is something I am very interested in
pursuing in future research as well as in further analyses of the current data. I suspect that the lack
of observably negative attitudes is in part due to a misclassification of the words used in the study,
and thus by picking apart the word types and comparing the reaction times of the labels paired with
individual words will allow for more understanding of the attitudes. In the future, I hope to be able
to more definitely establish the underlying elements of attitudes towards atheists, and, in doing so,
aid in the understanding of how these attitudes can be mitigated.

If these attitudes can be

understood and then addressed, perhaps eventually atheists can be judged more on the basis of their
individual characters than on preconceived notions attached to their ideologies.
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Appendix A – IRB Documents
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IRB Outcome Letter

24

IRB Approved Explanation of Research

25

IRB Approved Debriefing Form
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Appendix B – Scales

27

Paranormal Beliefs Scale

(Tobacyk, 2004)
As seen in original paper.

28

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Religiosity

(Gorsuch & McPherson, 1989)
As seen in original paper.

29

Religious Fundamentalism Scale

(Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 2004)
As seen in original paper.

30

Moral Judgment Test

31

(Lind 1997-2002)
As seen in original paper.

32

Brief Reliable Measure of Negative Attitudes Toward Atheists

(Bloesch, Forbes, Adams-Curtis, 2004)
As displayed in Qualtrics survey.
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Appendix C – Original Questionnaire On Atheists

34

Instructions page for questionnaire
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Atheism Questions
In the order they were seen

1

1.

Atheists should be allowed to vote. 1

2.

Atheists are communists.

3.

Atheists should NOT be allowed to teach high school.

4.

Atheists are probably secretly theists.

5.

Atheists are NOT selfish.

6.

Atheists do NOT let the whims of society define their behavior.

7.

People are inherently good.

8.

The United States of America should be a theocracy.

9.

Atheists are more likely to be vegetarians.

10.

Atheists are NOT merely trying to feel better about their sinful lives.

11.

Atheists actively recruit younger individuals.

12.

Atheists should NOT be allowed to teach college.

13.

Atheists worship the devil.

14.

Atheists do NOT believe in love.

15.

Atheists actively try to recruit new nonbelievers.

16.

The Pledge of Allegiance should have the words under God.

17.

Atheists are NOT rebelling against religious authority.

18.

Atheists do NOT worship the devil.

19.

Atheists do NOT actively recruit younger individuals.

20.

Atheists do NOT believe in an afterlife.

21.

Atheists are NOT more likely to be vegetarians.

22.

The US Government should be separate from institutionalized religion.

23.

Atheists are bitter.

24.

Atheists do NOT respect others' religious beliefs.

25.

Atheists are more likely to be Apple product users.

26.

Atheists do NOT have moral values.

27.

Atheists are selfish.

Each question is worded normally and with a NOT to control for wording effects.
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28.

Atheists are NOT bitter.

29.

Atheists are more NOT likely to be Apple product users.

30.

Atheists should be allowed to testify in court.

31.

Atheists are arrogant.

32.

Atheists should NOT be allowed to marry.

33.

Atheists are NOT more likely to be homosexuals.

34.

Atheists do believe in an afterlife.

35.

It is unconstitutional to have the words under God in the Pledge of Allegiance.

36.

Atheists are more likely to be homosexuals.

37.

The United States of America was founded on Christian beliefs.

38.

People are inherently evil.

39.

Atheists do NOT conspire to corrupt youths.

40.

Atheists should NOT be allowed to vote.

41.

Atheists should be allowed to teach college.

42.

Atheists are NOT socialists.

43.

The United States of America should NOT be a theocracy.

44.

The US Government should NOT be separate from institutionalized religion.

45.

The United States of America is NOT a theocracy.

46.

Atheists have moral values.

47.

Atheists do NOT understand love, beauty, and compassion.

48.

Atheists are socialists.

49.

Atheists believe in love.

50.

Atheists are NOT arrogant.

51.

Atheists do NOT hate God.

52.

Atheists conspire to overthrow religion.

53.

Atheists should be allowed to marry.

54.

The United States of America was NOT founded on Christian beliefs.

55.

The United States of America is a theocracy.

56.

Atheists are rebelling against religious authority.

57.

Atheists hate God.
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58.

Atheists respect others' religious beliefs.

59.

Atheists should NOT be allowed to testify in court.

60.

Atheists should be allowed to teach high school.

61.

Atheists let the whims of society define their behavior.

62.

Atheists should be trusted to testify in court.

63.

Atheists should NOT be trusted to testify in court.

64.

It is constitutional to have the words under God in the Pledge of Allegiance.

65.

Atheists are more patriotic than theists.

66.

Atheists are merely trying to feel better about their sinful lives.

67.

Atheists are probably NOT secretly theists.

68.

Atheists are NOT communists.

69.

The Pledge of Allegiance should NOT have the words under God.

70.

Atheists do NOT actively try to recruit new nonbelievers.

71.

Atheists should NOT be allowed to teach elementary school.

72.

Atheists should be allowed to teach elementary school.

73.

Atheists do NOT conspire to overthrow religion.

74.

Atheists understand love, beauty, and compassion.

75.

Atheists conspire to corrupt youths.
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Appendix D – Double Lexical Decision Task
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Lexical Decision Task Words and Frequencies

Asstd. Neutr.

doctor

Rang of rank of
word
1001 - 1100

Asstd. Neutr.

bread

1201-1300

Asstd. Neutr.

chair

801 - 900

Asstd. Neutr.

table

401 - 500

Asstd. Neutr.

nurse

2691 - 2700

Asstd. Neutr.

butter

Label

Word

Interest

devil

Interest

communist

Interest
Interest

Frequency per
billion
78,281.90
65,708.40

Freq
Label
high

6

Length
Label
med

high

5

short

97,567.40

high

5

short

170,143.00

high

5

short

29,567.80

med

5

short

2801 - 2900

26,960.20

med

6

med

Length

1701 - 1800

47,254.40

high

5

short

12901 - 13000

2,051.41

low

9

long

evolution

5401-5500

11,901.00

med

9

long

evidence

1101 - 1200

68,904.60

med

8

med

Negative

wicked

1901-2000

42,017.90

high

6

med

Negative

dangerous

1401-1500

57,292.30

high

9

long

Negative

immoral

9901-10000

3,996.02

low

7

med

Negative

aloof

7701 - 7800

6,721.47

low

5

short

Negative

selfish

3701-3800

19,316.30

med

7

med

Negative

idle

2501 - 2600

30,891.40

med

4

short

Negative

suspicious

4701 - 4800

14,261.70

med

10

long

Negative

elitist

31901-32000

26.90

low

7

med

Neutral

both

101 - 200

432,491.00

high

4

short

Neutral

considerable

801 - 900

93,235.20

high

12

long

Neutral

inside

1501 - 1600

52,123.10

high

6

med

Neutral

speechless

8301 - 8400

5,931.13

low

10

long

Neutral

adjacent

7101 - 7200

7802.96

low

8

med

Neutral

rusty

8001 - 8100

6,239.67

low

5

short

Neutral

furnished

2301 - 2400

35,089.10

med

9

long

Neutral

mixed

2401 - 2500

31,679.40

med

5

short

Neutral

wooden

2401 - 2500

31,632.70

med

6

med

Positive

honest

1201-1300

67,088.20

high

6

med

Positive

kind

201 - 300

298,191.00

high

4

short

Positive

trustworthy

9301- 9400

4,489.68

low

11

long

Positive

ethical

9101 - 9200

4,730.98

low

7

med

Positive

diligent

9001 - 9100

4,927.18

low

8

med

Positive

intelligent

2801 - 2900

26,535.40

med

11

long

Positive

generous

2101 - 2200

38,301.10

med

8

med

Positive

ideal

2501 - 2600

31,343.00

med

5

short

40

Label

Christian

801-900

96,735.90

high

9

long

Label

Atheist

13901-14000

1,679.57

low

7

med

Label

Student

3301-3400

22,207.10

med

7

med

(Project Gutenberg, 2006)
Frequency 2:
Low
Med
High

≤ 10,000;
10,000 < x ≤ 40,000;
> 40,000

Length:
Short
Med
Long

4-5,
6-8,
9-12

2

Frequency cutoff points were chosen for simplicity.
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LDT Word Frequencies and Lengths

Frequency

Length

Word Type

Low

Med

High

Short

Med

Long

Label

1

1

1

0

2

1

Negative

3

3

2

2

4

2

Positive

3

3

2

2

4

2

Interest

1

2

1

1

1

2

Neutral
Associated
Neutral

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

2

4

4

2

0

Frequency:
Low
Med
High

≤ 10,000;
10,000 < x ≤ 40,000;
> 40,000

Length:
Short
Med
Long

4-5,
6-8,
9-12
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Non-word Strings Created from LDT Words
Word

Non-word String
elitist

atheist
communist
immoral
trustworthy
ethical
evolution

tetili

miloarm
worstruthty
litheca
volutione

student

tundset

wicked
devil
dangerous
honest

mixed

momuncist

fishles

Non-word String

furnished

tahiset

selfish
intelligent

Word

denwoo

generous

negroseu

idle

lide

ideal

ilead

suspicious
aloof
diligent

wedick

speechless

vield

adjacent

gendasour

rusty

vinceede
spiscousus
olafo
gelidint
chessleeps
tentjadac
stury

doctor

rodoct

nirtisach

nurse

surne

kind

nikd

bread

dabre

both

thob

butter

tubert

drableliscon

chair

chari

denisi

table

bleta

christian

considerable
inside

thonse

dexim

wooden

evidence

lentillgent

shunfrind
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Word and Non-word Pairings
Trial Words
Coding – Plate
Switch – Purple
Circle – Flower
Soft – Wet
Spider – Grass

Hall – Orange
Door – Bottle
Bowl – Folder
Plant– Biscuit
Frame – Doll

Soft – Zumap
Bowl – Kupod
Frame – Jitler
Biscuit – Wenfar
Wet – Herfol

Switch – Lirth
Doll– Florp
Plate – Denf
Flower – Vordil
Circle – Shetal

Associated Words
Table – Chair
Bread – Butter
Doctor – Nurse

Table – Doctor
Bread – Chair
Nurse – Butter

Table – Clopt
Bread – Polef
Nurse – Marg

(Meyer& Schvaneveldt, 1971)
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Chair – Lelve
Butter – Fland
Doctor – Tharg

Screenshots of Stimuli

Cue – displayed between each stimulus

Stimulus Layout

Reversed Stimuli, Presented in Other Block
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Appendix E – Cloze Reading Test

46

Original Passage

(Goodkind, 1994)

47

Instructions Given to Participants

(Aitken, 1977)
As suggested in the original paper.
48

Passage Formatted with First 50 Blanks

49

Appendix F – Demographics Form

50

Screenshots from Demographics Form
Page One 3

3

Qualtrics banner, next button, and progress bar present on every page.

51

Page Two – Politics

52

53

Page Three – Religion

54

55

Page Four – Define Atheism

Page Five – Define Secular Humanist

Page Six – Familiarity with Passage from Reading Test, 1

Page Six – Familiarity with Passage from Reading Test, 2

56

Page Seven – Household, Military Status

57
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